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The digitalised laboratory
Introduction by: Isabel Muñoz Willery, Owner NL42 Consulting, Paperless Lab Academy
The laboratory informatics landscape has seen significant changes over the last 10 years.
Here, we discuss emerging trends and software solutions.
WHILE INDUSTRIES are surfing the
waves of the fourth industrial revolution,
laboratories are raising their voices and
asking for change. But they don’t just want
automation and digital optimisation; they
want to make a significant contribution to
company business objectives. The scientific
data generated in laboratories and the
extracted outcomes are extremely valuable
to companies, providing relevant insights
to decision-making processes. Industry 4.0
can’t really be sustainable without adequate
access to scientific data; meaning that the
lab of the future needs to happen today.
When a laboratory reaches full
automation, data, methods and processes
are seamlessly shared between software
applications and analytical instruments.
This is the ultimate goal for a digitalised
laboratory. The data then provides insights
and business intelligence to decision makers
at any step of the data-lifecycle. Such
laboratories become a knowledge centre,
with data at their core, so it’s fundamental
to manage, control and protect data
adequately along its entire lifecycle – from
the source through to final archiving.
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During the Paperless Lab Academy annual
editions, we have defined four layers of
the eData lifecycle: eConnect, eManage,
eDecide and eArchive. Figure 1 provides
an overview of the typical system mapping
present in a laboratory and defines four
layers of data gathering, manipulation,
review, approval and archival.
Along with data management tools and
methodologies, data integrity is one of
the most important concepts covered at
the academy. The complexity of the drug

manufacturing process requires use of
dedicated, specialised instrumentation
along the product lifecycle. Trust in the
data generated along the production
line and the final product itself is
fundamental. If there is an area of concern
regarding data integrity in chromatography
laboratories, for example, this will come
down to the first moment the raw data
was generated and managed. Alongside
potential manipulation of the data,
simple gaps between instruments and
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software might open the door to human
translation errors and lack contemporaneity
and protection.
Lately, FDA auditors have become
skilled in tracking gaps and identifying
misuse of informatic applications and
misalignment with ALCOA+ principles.
Data integrity is amongst the top issues
cited on FDA warning letters. Indeed, the
FDA has cited data integrity on 79 percent
of warning letters over the last five years.
The fact is that if you can’t trust the data,
then the integrity of the company quality
management is questionable.
Dedicated software applications are key
assets when looking for adequate data
management. Whether the laboratory is
dedicated to research, development or
quality control, whether it provides services
to internal or to external customers,
whether the origins of the samples to be
analysed are biological or chemical, the
available software solutions are numerous
and differ from one to another.
The laboratory informatics landscape
has seen significant changes over the last
10 years. Some of the key players in the
market have positioned themselves as a
one stop-shop due to their accumulated
experience; through running customer
projects and acquisition of smaller
companies proposing the latest innovative
solutions. However, no longer is there just
one company proposing the best software
solution for the management of laboratory
data – hundreds of companies now propose
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specialised solutions for a given process and
offer alternative approaches to everyday
laboratory routines.
The solutions offered in today’s market
have evolved, with addition of new
features, components and processes that
were not available in the early days. More
importantly, the technology used to support
these systems has changed considerably
in the last 20 years. Considering the
dramatic evolution of IT systems, this is to
be expected. In the ’80s the combination
of hardware, basic software and application
was offered by a single vendor. Nowadays,
most of the providers have moved their
products to the latest technology, including
the possibility to run the application in the
cloud. The applications are accessible from
virtually everywhere, using smartphones or
public network connections.

Discussions around introducing security
measures often suggest blockchain as a
possibility, potentially providing strong
protection of information. We expect these
technologies will be available for scientific
data management very soon.
Simulations designed on digital twins
allows companies to evaluate the impact
of digitalisation on their processes without
affecting ongoing activities.
The original goal of software
implementation in the laboratory was to
substitute paper-based processes, increase
reliability and decrease response time.
The amount of information generated in
the laboratory (eg, terabytes of data per
day in certain research centres) and the
immense power of computers and tools
designed in the last few decades enables
analysis of huge amounts of information
in just a few seconds. Data analytics allows
the evaluation of information present in
different systems in a seamless way, cross
referencing data and rapidly providing the
required business or technical information.
The exponential speed of the information
technology evolution is rapidly being
accepted and integrated into our everyday
life, yet it remains a challenge in the
laboratory. Moving from on-premise
solutions to cloud-based solutions
remains a hot topic in laboratories that
handle sensitive data. In the meantime,
market leaders envisage the possibility
of using blockchain technologies in the
lab, while the internet is still booming.
The laboratory is no longer a mysterious
series of operations generating data that
ends in a ‘go’ or ‘no-go’ decision. Instead,
it is a production centre of scientific data
where transparency and deep analysis brings
fundamental added value to the business
decisions of the company.
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